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Some worried that Google's new selfie app
won't protect privacy

The Google Arts & Culture app matches your selfie with art from museum collections. Image by: Google

People are having a lot of fun with an app called Google Arts & Culture. 

First, someone takes a selfie. Then Google searches through famous artwork to find someone who

looks like them. 

Google has pictures of artwork from thousands of museums. People's photos are matched with art

from around the world. 

The program lets users share their matches online. It puts the person's selfie next to the art. 

The app has gotten very popular.  

New App Introduced In December

The art search has been offered since last month. People have used it more lately. It became very

popular over the Martin Luther King Jr. holiday weekend. Some users got funny matches. Other
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matches seemed just right. Some people tried using photos of their dogs and pictures of famous

people.

Not everyone wants to use it, though. Some people are worried. They wonder how Google might

use people's photos.  

The program studies a person's face in the photo. It then compares the photo to artwork to find

matches.

Companies are using programs like these more often. They are called facial recognition programs.

A computer program can identify a person without being told who it is. It knows a face from

earlier photos. 

Google's Collection Of User Photos Called Into Question

Not everyone is excited about facial recognition. They wonder how companies like Google are

using their photos. 

Patrick Lenihan works for Google. He said Google is using the photos only for art matches.

Google already uses facial recognition in its Photos service. Many people use Google Photos. The

program sorts pictures by people, places and things. It asks users to share photos they have taken

of their friends. The service knows who the people are.

Google's photo programs keep getting better. People can now sort pictures of their pets. The

program can even tell one kind of dog from another. 

More Companies Using Facial Recognition Technology

Other programs are getting better, too. Many people share photos on Facebook. Facebook can tell

one person's photo from another. It does not always need people to tag the photos. 

Apple introduced a new iPhone in September. It has something called Face ID. People use their

face to unlock their phone. Faces also are used for programs that pay for things. 

Some people weren't sure about Face ID. They worried about what companies will do with pictures

of people's faces.


